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Lifestyle Opportunity - Limousine and Hire Booking Services
Business for Sale Description
Limousine and Hire Car Booking Business for Sale Melbourne
Exclusively presented to the market is this one of a kind business providing a real lifestyle opportunity in the
limousine and hire car booking services. Without doubt the best limousine business and booking service available in
the Country to date, This is a rare and exclusive opportunity for genuine buyers only. Note the following business
information ----*Located in Melbourne, first time offered for sale in its 3 decades of providing services to the public
*Vendor retiring, genuine reason to sell.
*Business comes complete with fleet of prestige vehicles, all in immaculate condition and this combination of
vehicles is not offered by any other business.
*Outstanding profitability, working owner would earn circa $300k.
*Innovative and rare lifestyle business, all drivers are in place
*Opportunity to further grow and develop the business.
*Large Affiliate network base
*Assistance and support from exiting vendor
*All IP included, exceptional Digital Marketing exposure including top rankings in Google.
*Over $400k of future quoted work tracked electronically.
*Full reservation management system in place with an outstanding amount of forward bookings
*No other limousine business of this calibre is available.
*No experience necessary, just step in and start generating income.
*Hiring can be for any occasion, current vendor specialises in niche special occasion pre booked work.
*Long term established supplier to third party organisations.
This opportunity is available to GENUINE buyers only. Strict confidentiality applies and the detailed information
memorandum will be given out IN PERSON only with the listing agent. Priced at $600,000 which is represented as 2
x PEBITDA  The price for the vehicles is additional, at current market value of $1.1 Million for the fleet.
Details through the listing agent
TRIDENT Business and Corporate Sales and/or their agents have been given exclusive authority to market and sell

this business for the Vendor. Therefore, they give notice that all information given in relation to this property, whether
contained in this document or given orally, is given without responsibility and has not been audited by us. People
intending to purchase should satisfy themselves as to the accuracy of all information before proceeding. TRIDENT
does not accept, and specifically excludes any and all liability relating to the business.
(Our reference T1222) - Some images used for illustration purposes only - TRIDENT Business reserves the right to
limit the release of information to parties who do not disclose their full contact and identity details to the listing agent
upon inquiring about this business.
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